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About This Game

Far Cry 3 is an open world first-person shooter set on an island unlike any other. A place where heavily armed warlords traffic
in slaves. Where outsiders are hunted for ransom. And as you embark on a desperate quest to rescue your friends, you realize

that the only way to escape this darkness… is to embrace it

Key Features:

AN OPEN WORLD FIRST-PERSON SHOOTER

Create your own FPS adventure. Customize your weapons, your skills and your approach to each mission, whether you favor
intense run-and-gun action, stealthy close-up takedowns or long-range sniping.

AN ISLAND OF DANGER AND DISCOVERY

Explore a diverse island playground, from mountain ranges and swampy grasslands to white sandy beaches. Discover relics, hunt
exotic animals, play mini-games and travel quickly by land, sea or air. Fight your way through the island’s towns, temples, river

ports and more!

UNCOVER A MEMORABLE STORY AND AN INSANE CAST OF CHARACTERS

Encounter an engaging and disturbed cast of characters as you take a gritty journey to the dark side of humanity, written by a
Writers Guild Award winner.
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PLAY WITH FRIENDS IN A FULL CO-OP CAMPAIGN

Play online and team up in a four-player campaign which challenges you to be your best and work together to prevail.
Experience the island through the eyes of a wayward crew in their own quest to survive against the odds.

A DIFFERENT BREED OF MULTIPLAYER

Innovative multiplayer rewards skill and team play. To level up, players must support each other by boosting with battle cries,
reviving teammates and calling in support weapons. After each match, players have the choice to punish or show mercy for their

foes in fun and twisted ways, choreographed with interactive cutscenes.

USE THE MAP EDITOR TO CREATE AND ACCESS NEW CONTENT

The powerful and easy-to-use Far Cry® Map Editor is back, with new and improved features. A community of mapmakers
ensures a constant stream of all-new content with the very best being showcased for the whole world to enjoy. Using the

included tools, you too can make amazing maps, quickly and easily.

CUTTING-EDGE GRAPHICS AND GAMEPLAY

Far Cry® 3 is being developed by the world-class game designers who brought you such critically acclaimed titles as Assassin’s
Creed® 2, Assassin’s Creed® Brotherhood, and World in Conflict®.
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Title: Far Cry 3
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Ubisoft Montreal, Massive Entertainment, and Ubisoft Shanghai
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Franchise:
Far Cry

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7

Processor:Intel Core®2 Duo E6700 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Athlon64 X2 6000+ @ 3.0Ghz or better

Memory:4 GB RAM

Graphics:512MB Video RAM (1GB Video RAM), DirectX9c (DirectX11) Shader Model 3.0 (Shader Model 5.0)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:15 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX Compatible (Recommended Surround Sound 5.1 capable)

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:*Supported Video Cards at Time of Release: AMD Radeon™ HD 2900 / 3000 / 4000 / 5000 / 6000 / 7000 series,
NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800 GTX / 9 / 200 / 400 / 500 / 600 series. Laptop versions of these cards may work, but are not
supported. These chipsets are the only ones that will run this game. For the most up-to-date minimum requirement listings,
please visit the FAQ on our support website at http://support.ubi.com.
Requires a UPlay account

English,German,French,Italian,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Norwegian,Swedish,Czech,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified
Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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This actually a PS3 review.

When i first played this game years ago on my cousins' PS3, i'm amazed.

Graphics were astonishing.

Best, coolest villain ever.

Now i'm playing on PC to see the difference.

After all these years, still looks good on maxed details.

Of course, Ubisoft games are terribly optimized on AMD cards, but looks so damn good.

Interesting story. Awesome villain. Vaas the guy!

Very good character build-up. You first entrance into the game is like a little kitty, scared, baffled... in the end
you're fricking lion.

To give more detailed review, i need to re-play the whole game again to not to miss any points.

But as far as i remember ->

Solid 8\/10.. That game is real fun and for a game from 2012 the graphic is really good even for me as a graphic junkie.
Actually a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game.

Most Ubisoft titles ported onto Steam are only playable with Uplay.

And you know what?

I'm actually fine with that.

But what I'm definitely NOT fine with, is how BAD everything runs. And it's nut just on my PC either. Everyone's. in fact. The
audio turns from "WOAH", to "WTF"? The visual artifacts such as tears, and so on, and so on. I'm genuinely
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that EVERY Far Cry game has this issue
(excluding Far Cry 1 and 5). PLEASE fix your games Ubisoft. They're fine on the surface. But deep down,
they're\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. It's a good game when it works, but I can't recommend buying it because of
constant crashes on Windows 10.. Yet another Far Cry game where I was bored. I'm beginning to sense a pattern, so I'll probably
never play a Far Cry game again. Let's start out with the positives: The villain, Vaas, was beautifully written, however he did not
seem to get much screen time. The environment was breathtaking at times, and I have not encountered any other game that
captures the tropical motif like Far Cry 3.

Now to the negatives: I found the gunplay to be really, REALLY boring. Every gun felt the same, there was no kick, there was
no reward. A main part of the game is crafting, so you have to hunt animals. The game gives general locations of where the
animals spawn, however I could not find a single one, every time. This meant that I was unable to craft better gear. The driving
felt bland as well, and there seemed to be no reason to take one vehicle over another. Overall, the game play was unbearably
boring, and I could not force myself to play anymore.. Still the best game story and gameplay in the world. to my opinion..
1-Game forces us to install stupid Ubibost's Uplay stupid launcher
2-Uplay's stupid launcher says CD Key already in use
3-Stupid Uplay support form says: "There was an error processing your request. Please try again later.". Great game with an
enjoyable story and interesting antagonists. The graphics are decent for the time of its release. I preferred Far Cry 2's African
desert landscape more, however the gameplay mechanics in Far Cry 3 are better. I'm not a fan of Uplay but what can you expect
from Ubisoft. I've updated this review after fixing framerate and launch crash.. Why do i have to create million accounts to play
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this?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!??!?!. I have 5 hours in on this game at this point and I am not engaged at all. This game
is hunting, gathering, crafting and doing it all over again. The quests are all the same. The control for vehicles on PC is the worst
of any game I have ever played. You can't even use your mouse. It is excruciating. I thought I would love it since I love
Borderlands 2 but BL2 is 1000 times more fun that this thing. It is really buggy too. It crashed when I changed the SSAO. It
crashed when I tried to change windowed to anything else. Sooooo boring. I really don't get the fun factor on this. People find
wandering around gathering plants and skins for hours fun? ROFL. I sure don't. You also have to hunt and gather so you can get
bigger bags. Then you can hunt and gather MORE stuff without just having to throw things you need away so you can upgrade
something ever so slightly!! YAY. You will be doing a LOT of skinning animals (I mean a LOT) and be careful, if you start
skinning, you keep doing it even when getting shot or attacked by an animal. You are locked in until it is done skinning. When
you die, enjoy skinning and gathering again to get back to where you were because it doesn't save squat. Also in this "free
range" world, be careful not to go outside the quest boundary or you will automatically fail! I got this warning not even 5
minutes into the actual gameplay, lol. Also, everything is SLOW. Opening crates is slow, getting into cars is slow. driving is
HORRIBLE. You have to use buttons to control the vehicles, no mouse allowed. It is also LOADED with glitches and bugs,
mostly in the menus for some reason.
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This is the last good far cry game in the series and the best. What is definition of insanity. Game will not run on Win10. DO
NOT BUY THIS GAME!. Pros:
-Not just a good story, but an excellent story (story also has some interesting symbolism, foreshadowing, and themes)
-Interesting characters (Vaas goes down as one of my favorite villians of all time)
-Fun game-play (getting headshots is very satisfying)
-Balanced difficulties (game wasn't artificially made more hard)
-Decently replayable
-Great voice acting

Cons:
-Uses the Uplay launcher
-Leveling up and getting better gear can be a bit grindy

10\/10
The game is pure quality. I'd even consider it one of the best FPS games I've played.. i do not recommend this game it demands
you to use other sources to run and will not play directly threw steam. Best Far Cry in my opinion. The story is easy to
understand, the missions are amazing, and the open world is fun to roam and do whatever you want. Far Cry 4 is very similar.. A
solid casual open world FPS. There are two arguments why I would recommend this game:

1) Clearing outposts, which are enemy camps, in a stealthy manner by knife or by bow and arrow is satisfying.

2) You like the tropical setting and looking for an immersive tropical atmosphere. So far I haven't encountered a game which
simulates the tropical setting better than Far Cry 3 with its beautifully crafted island. Just roaming around is quite relaxing.

The story isn't as good as people say in my opinion. It drags on for too long and it contains an annoying filler about artifact
hunting which takes place in caves (sewers and caves should be banned from videogames!). Vaas is one of the best antagonists I
have seen in a videogame and it's a shame he didn't get more screen time. Be aware that FC3 makes use of Uplay.
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